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Abstract

This paper studies the dynamic relationship between returns in the Russian stock market  
and global equity markets in the aftermath of the 2014 Ukrainian crisis. We apply dynamic 

the Russian and global equity returns after the crisis outbreak. The Russian stock market 
clearly decoupled from both de veloped and emerging markets, as shown by a 30–50%  
decline in returns correlation. In view of dramatic increase in synchronicity across 
the Russian sectoral stock indices after the sanctions were introduced, our results suggest 
that the economic sanctions imposed on Russia during that period have effectively  isolated 
the Russian equity  market from the rest of the world and triggered extensive portfolio out-

of investments in Russia, the decreased co-movement between the Russian and global 

whilst the returns of the Russian market in the medium-term will likely continue to be pre-
dominately driven by idiosyncratic news.
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1. Introduction

This paper is concerned with the effect of the ongoing Ukrainian crisis, and 
the resulting Western sanctions imposed on the Russian Federation, on the Russian 
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stock market. Recently, Castagneto-Gissey and Nivorozhkin (2015) studied the ef-
fects of the political and security crisis in Ukraine on the co-movement between 
the Russian equity market and a large sample of international markets. Contrary to 
expectations, the results of this study did not reveal any increased co-movement 
between the Russian stock market return and returns in countries with relatively 
close economic ties to Russia. In fact, the decrease in returns correlation with 
the Russian stock market occurred rather uniformly across developed, emerging, 
and frontier markets, regardless of the strength of economic links with Russia. 
The degree of co-movement between developed, emerging, and frontier stock 

-
ing evidence, obtained using a range of advanced time-series techniques, indi-
cated that the Russian equity market had largely decoupled from global equity 
markets in the aftermath of the Ukrainian crisis.1 In relation to the stock market, it 
appeared that the political and economic sanctions imposed on Russia were suc-
cessful in generating idiosyncratic shocks for the country whilst yielding limited 
repercussions on the rest of the world.

This paper provides further insights into the issue of the Russian stock market 
decoupling from global markets in the aftermath of the Ukrainian crisis by adopt-

R-squared) of the market model as a measure 
of synchronicity of stock price movements. We further check the robustness of 
our results by applying a bootstrapped regression approach to the market model.

Earlier results indicate that R-squared statistics of the market  model tended to 

et al. (2000) show that the average R-
-

tems. The authors suggest that the leading explanation for the observed phenom-
enon is the relatively low number of informed traders relative to noise traders in 
the countries with poor protection of investors’ property rights, which could make 

a higher R-squared in models of emerging markets than developed markets, pre-

for investors are mutually reinforcing as, for example, one would not expect per-

the R-squared statistics were higher in more opaque countries.2

R- -

 1 -
ated with the Russian stock market, which coincided in many cases with the appearance of asymmetric effects.
 2 

with higher R2

R-squared statistics of the market model to examine the relation between the stock 
price synchro nicity and analyst activity in emerging markets. They found that securities covered by a larger 
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